INfuse Smart Connected Scanning Solution

New connections for smarter workflows

For implementing the INfuse capture solution to 50 locations, with each capturing 100 documents daily:
• Savings of up to $15K in shipping/mailing costs per year
• Removing location-specific remote management generates $20K in savings, thanks to centrally managed INfuse Smart Solution
• Gain greater real-time insight and up-to-date status information

INfusing savings. Eliminating pick-up/mailing. Reducing remote management.

Today’s high cost of transportation and capture
• Pick-up or mailing of documents from multiple locations is expensive, insecure and slows processing
• Extending capture via thick-client solutions, requires costly remote management
• In addition, coding of customized workflows demands a large IT team and impacts the cost base

Streamline processes with more accurate and timely capture with the INfuse Smart Scanning Solution
• Capture documents securely on location via INfuse AX Scanners with optional HID card reader
• Instant feedback provided that every document is properly captured – with alerts received for any issues
• Eliminates potential transport problems of missing documents and lost envelopes

Greater knowledge and insight achieved
• You now receive documents instantly and securely as scanned
• Receive real-time status updates and location-level insights
• Immediate feedback eliminates costly exception processing
• All scanners managed centrally via INfuse Management Software for easy deployment of upgrades and new options
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